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Education Work Group Report
May 13, 2013

TO: Jon Laria, Chair, MD Sustainable Growth Commission
FROM: Calvin Ball, Chair, Education Workgroup
SUBJECT: Progress Report
DATE: May 13, 2013
We have several exciting opportunities on the horizon and accomplishments including one in
furtherance of the Commissions charge. As we continue to make great strides to accomplish
several of our goals, below is our progress report.

Sustainable Growth Challenge
We have finalized the structure of Sustainable Growth Challenge project and the rubric. We are
working to formalize participating institutions and I’m pleased to announce that while we are
thrilled to have several institutions expressing interest, we have had our first institution commit
to the Challenge in the fall. Dr. Dempwolf of University of Maryland, College Park will be
offering a studio class and we’re delighted to be collaborating with his on this venture. As more
institutions confirm participation, the Workgroup will update the Commission.
To further promote the Challenge, we have posted this challenge on MDP’s website, on our
Social Media LinkedIn site and sent several email blast announcements. We are continuing to
make progress and are in the process of finalizing our rubric for scoring. In addition, we have
completed an FAQ to complement our flyer sent to prospective institutions, attached for your
review.
We invite the Commission to review the Challenge and offer any feedback you may have
including the opportunity to identify regional issues at the local level that may have elements of
environmental, design and economic impacts for the students to undertake. We invite
Commissioners to participate as part of our panel in November where we will evaluate student
projects. If you are interested, please contact Dr. Calvin Ball, Sandi Olek or Peter Conrad.
In June, we anticipate hosting informational meetings with participating institutions as needed.
As mentioned previously, the Challenge will launch in August 2013 and in September 2013 as
well as throughout the project, we will provide ongoing technical assistance to the teams as
needed. Final projects are due in November 2013 and we hope to host a presentation and
judging in Annapolis.
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After our program concludes, in January 2014 we anticipate having an evaluation of the
program.

Collaboration with Realtors to Promote Smart Growth
We are currently in the process of coordinating with MDP and the MD Real Estate Commission
to establish a Continuing Education Online which provides Sustainable Growth Education to
Real Estate Licenses.
Our goal is to connect with MDP instructors and Outline with Local Realtor Associations and
Real Estate Schools to provide classroom Continuing Education Courses. Our tentative timeline
is as follows:
May 2013: Coordinate with MDP to create an outline for MDREC CE approval
June 2013: MDP Submits outline to MDREC for approval
August 2013: Coordinate with MDP Instructor and Outline with Local Realtor
Associations/Real Estate Schools to place on Education Calendars
As always, we welcome suggestions from the Commission members on anyone who may be
interested and is available to be an instructor. This person would meet with Jim Hyatt, Mike
Paone and Peter Conrad to coordinate the outline that will need to be submitted to the Real
Estate Commission.

Social Media Marketing
We have formalized our LinkedIn group, “Sustainable Growth Maryland”, to promote
sustainable growth, established over 50 members and are continuing to grow. We regularly
encourage all members of the Education Workgroup as well as group members to post and
engage in discussions on smart growth. As always, this forum is open to all.
We are currently discussing the following:
 Can we approach the Commission about using the logo for our group?
 Appropriate content management including: how many posts do we want per
week/month and who will be responsible for posting.
We encourage Commission members to join the group and post articles at their discretion and
that they feel would be of interest on smart growth.

Review of the Education Requirements for Members of Planning
Boards and Commissions and Boards of Appeals
In furtherance of the Commission’s legal charge, the Education Workgroup would like to submit
a draft of our report on the recommendations for the Education requirements for members of
Planning Boards and Commissions and Board of Appeals which you will find attached for your
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convenience.
As you will see, results highlight there are a wide variety of choices Planning Commissioners
prefer for training. We encourage the Commission members to review this information and offer
any feedback you may have for integration by the next Commission meeting in July.

Smart, Green & Growing:
A Proposed Marketing Campaign to Engage All Marylanders in
Achieving Smart, Sustainable Growth
So that we may be most effective in creating and implementing a marketing campaign, we have
been collaborating with the State’s Smart, Green & Growing Office. Our goal is to identify what
efforts are currently underway, have a unified message, and highlight ways the Education
Workgroup can best assist in their efforts in lieu of creating a separate marketing campaign.
On May 2, Christine Shenot met with DNR staff (Scott Humes and Darlene Pisani) to review
status and near-term goals of the State’s campaign. At our most recent May meeting of the
Education Workgroup, Scott Hymes of DNR made a special presentation of what is currently
underway and identified ways the Education Workgroup could help in their efforts to market
smart growth.
As we move forward, below is the timeline for this project:
May 2013


Meet with DNR staff to review status and near-term goals of the state's Smart, Green &
Growing Campaign (SG&G) and to share the Education Work Group's goals in
developing guidance on marketing. (Christine met with Scott Hymes and Darlene Pisani
May 2.)



Scott Hymes joins the Education Work Group's meeting at MDP May 7 to provide an
overview of the Smart, Green & Growing initiative. Scott will use the newly revamped
SG&G website to talk about ongoing efforts to educate Marylanders about sustainable
growth. Next steps include development of a Facebook profile and ongoing market
research.



Outline goals for enhancing the state's SG&G public marketing efforts at the Growth
Commission's May 13 meeting, with a request for at least two Commission members to
serve as advisors in developing recommendations.



Identify key staff from other state agencies (in addition to DNR) to consult in assessing
the state's public marketing efforts and to develop recommendations.

June 2013
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At the Work Group's June 4 meeting, discuss opportunities to collaborate with SG&G
communications staff and with the Work Group's Smart Growth Challenge and social
media teams.



Launch outreach to communications staff at state agencies. Identify opportunity to meet
with the SG&G communications team to discuss the Work Group's goals and to explore
ways to complement their efforts.



Draft a work plan and initial strategic goals.

July 2013


Continue outreach to state agencies, in order to get a comprehensive picture of existing,
ongoing communications efforts. Review materials already in use or development to
determine complementary goals.



Update the Growth Commission on Work Group's outreach, as well as marketing goals
and priorities, at its July 22 meeting.
Tap relevant expertise and interests among state agency staff and other stakeholders and
engage them in the Work Group's own process of message development.



August 2013


Refine strategic goals and messaging guidelines, and circulate draft language to partners
at state agencies for initial feedback.



Develop plans to incorporate messaging in kickoff of Smart Growth Challenge initiative.



Review Smart Growth Challenge materials and the Work Group's social media efforts to
incorporate any additional language in messaging recommendations.

September 2013


Prepare recommendations on messaging for the Growth Commission to discuss at its
Sept. 23 meeting, with a request for discussion and additional feedback.



Coordinate with the Work Group's Smart Growth Challenge campaign in developing
materials to publicize that initiative.

October 2013
 Revise Work Group's recommendations on messaging and marketing strategy and
circulate to state agency partners for additional feedback.


Share revised recommendations with Commission members for additional feedback.



Consult Work Group members spearheading the Smart Growth Challenge to further
shape messaging in SGC materials.

November 2013


Finalize recommendations for Smart Growth Challenge materials for discussion at the
Education Work Group's Nov. 5 meeting.
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Present Work Group's final recommendations on public marketing and messaging to the
Growth Commission at its Nov. 25 meeting.



Reach out to state agency partners for additional review and feedback, and finalize the
Work Group's overall recommendations for marketing sustainable growth.

December 2013


Work with DNR and other state agency communications staff to identify opportunities to
roll out new messaging in SG&G initiatives in 2014.

Timelines
Dr. Calvin Ball has requested Workgroup members to establish a formal timeline for all goals
that can be used to generate a calendar of goals and objectives. This can be used to present to the
Commission as we move forward. A copy of this calendar through January 2014 is attached for
your convenience and will be updated as needed.

Education Workgroup Draft Report
May 13, 2013

To: Jon Laria, Chair, Maryland Sustainable Growth Commission
From: Dr. Calvin Ball, Chair, Education Workgroup
Subject: Draft Review of Education Requirements for Members of Planning Boards and
Commissions and Boards of Appeals
Date: May 13, 2013
Executive Summary
The Smart and Sustainable Growth Act of 2009 passed by the Maryland General Assembly in
2009 requires members of planning commissions, planning boards, and boards of zoning appeal
to complete an education course. The law applies to any jurisdiction that exercises planning and
zoning authority granted under Article 25A or the Land Use Article (formerly jurisdictions
affected by Article 66B or Article 28). The Maryland Department of Planning (MDP) maintains
records of those who have completed the course online or its local equivalent.
The law directed MDP to create an online course for citizen planners to take, but also allows for
local jurisdictions to provide their own courses. Members may also complete training at a
Maryland Planning Commissioners Association, Maryland Municipal League, or Maryland
Association of Counties’ conference, for example. At a minimum, the course created by MDP
covers the comprehensive plan, proper standards for special exceptions and variances, zoning
ordinances and regulations, subdivision ordinances, methods for land preservations and growth
management tools.
The 2009 law also called for:
 Periodically evaluate educational requirements for members of planning boards,
commissions and boards of appeals
 Evaluate compliance rates for the members.
Currently eight states including Maryland require training for citizen planners sitting on planning
commissions or boards of appeals. Maryland’s requirements are generally less stringent than the
other seven states. Maryland is one of three states that do not require continuing education. Also,
the consequences for non-compliance are more lenient than several states that allow for removal
of members who fail to complete a course. Most states, including Maryland, also allow for some
type of local flexibility, including designing their own courses or course requirements.
Maryland’s course content is similar to the content required by other states, covering the basics
of planning and zoning and a state’s particular planning laws. States with continuing education
requirements are able to move beyond the basics, but advanced content is not mandated by law
except in Tennessee, Kentucky, and South Carolina. However, the Maryland Planning

Commissioner Association survey results indicate that planning commissioners and board of
zoning appeals members desire more advanced content and more ways to access it.
The current compliance rate (referred to as completion rate in this report) stands at 63%
according to data maintained by Maryland Department of Planning. Survey results conducted on
behalf of the Maryland Planning Commissioner’s Association by MDP show a completion rate
much higher, closer to 85%. Those results, and results from a survey of planning directors, show
an underreporting of locally available courses.
The evaluation of the completion rate is hampered by two limitations in the data: (1) difficulty in
obtaining timely, accurate information, particularly on commissioners who complete a local
course and (2) a lack of variables collected that could be used understand differences across
jurisdictions or organization types. To fix this error, this report calls for better data collection on
planning commissioners and board of zoning appeals members.
The report also calls for improving accessibility and relevancy of course content to improve the
desirability of completing the course. This would achieved be making improvements to the
online and live courses and the implementing a voluntary continuing education program.
Maryland’s educational requirements are being met by the current system, but citizen planners
could be better served by better courses. Improvements to course content and structure should
improve completion rates by making the training a more attractive and enjoyable option. Without
strong disincentives for non-compliance, Maryland needs strong incentives for compliance.
Specific recommendations are as follows:
Recommendations to Better Understand the Completion Rate
1. Improve data collection at the local level
2. Create a course content feedback mechanism
3. Develop pre and post questions for each training module to measure the amount of
information learned during the training
Recommendations to Improve Course Accessibility
4. Create a voluntary, continuing education program.
5. Develop better online content, specifically videos to make training more engaging
6. Utilize interactive elements during live presentations
7. Establish/expand partnerships among similarly oriented agencies.
8. Evaluate the success of these recommendations in two years
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Current Training Courses
This section provides an overview of the online and live course currently offered by Maryland
Department of Planning (MDP). It also includes an overview of training requirements in other
states to be used as a basis of comparison.
Maryland Department of Planning Training
Online Course
The online course is presented in five training modules: Planning 101, Planning 201, Maryland’s
Smart Growth Vision for the Future, Planning Commissioner module, and Board of Appeals
Member module.





Planning 101 is split into ‘Introduction to Planning’ and ‘What is the Comprehensive
Plan.’
Planning 201 is split into ‘Growth Management Tools’ and ‘Environment, Green
Development, Housing and Transportation’
Maryland’s Smart Growth Vision for the Future covers the Smart, Green, and Growing
legislation
The Planning Commissioner and Board of Appeals Member modules cover the roles and
responsibilities of those respective positions.

Each module is presented as a PDF document between 10 and 30 pages of text in length.
Completion of a module occurs after the participant reads the accompanying material and
completed a short review ‘quiz.’ The quiz does not have a pass/fail component. Participants who
answer a question incorrectly are directed back the section of the document that contains the
answer. Overall course completion occurs when all review quizzes are completed.
Live Course
The live course is presented as a three to five hour PowerPoint presentation that covers Planning
101, Planning 201, Law and Ethics, Planning Commissioner roles and responsibilities, and Board
of Appeals roles and responsibilities. The live training was created as an adaptation of the online
training manual. Therefore the content is very similar, with the main difference in the Law and
Ethics module. Planning 101 and 201 are typically taught by a MDP staff member, Law and
Ethics by a lawyer, and the roles and responsibilities courses by a current planning commissioner
or board of appeals member. Occasionally topics such as ‘How to Make a Motion’ or ‘How to
Read a Site Plan’ are included in the orientation training.
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Training in Other States
Eight states, including Maryland, require some form of training for ‘citizen planners,’ a group
that includes any official appointed to a board that is involved with planning decisions. The other
states are: New York, New Jersey, Tennessee, South Carolina, Kentucky, New Hampshire, and
Louisiana. Citizen planner may be members of planning commissions, land use and planning
boards, boards of zoning appeals or historic preservation commissions.
As would be expected, most trainings were required to cover roles and responsibilities, master
plans, the development process, and zoning. Three states (Tennessee, Kentucky, and South
Carolina) included a much more extensive list (i.e. telecommunications facilities, flood plain
management, agricultural land conservation, etc.).
However, due to cost and time restrictions, non-basic topics in these states were typically
relegated to continuing education courses and not included in orientation or initial training.
Finally, New York, while providing a number of courses, also allows local jurisdictions to
determine content that would fulfill the training requirement, as Maryland does.
Requirement
Each of the 7 states mandated 4-6 hours of training for board members typically within 12 to 18
months filling the position. Four states (New York, Tennessee, Kentucky, and South Carolina)
went further, mandating continuing education in subsequent years after the initial education was
completed. New Jersey appears to be the only state to require a test at the end of the training
course. However, some states, especially which training is online, have nonbinding “review
questions” built into the course.
Enforcement
Compliance mechanisms among the states ranged from no apparent penalty (Louisiana and
Tennessee) to possible removal (Kentucky and New York). Other states (New York and New
Jersey) prevented board members who didn’t receive training from being reappointed. Kentucky
and New York, which allow removal of non-compliant members, also allow local jurisdictions to
handle the certification process. Most states wrote into their law that board decisions could not
be overturned because a member was not trained or removed for not being trained.
Delivery
Three states (New York, Kentucky, and Louisiana) allow local jurisdictions to create their own
training in addition to the state level training. Most states offer both live training and online
training. Live training typically takes place at conferences (state APA, Municipal Association,
etc.). Other states have lists of approved course providers that the local planning board can pay to
come out to do training. The quality and diversity of online training materials differs vastly from
state to state.
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Most states have some written materials online. Four states (New York, South Carolina, New
Hampshire, and Tennessee) have video or PowerPoint. New York has perhaps developed the
most user friendly and interactive portal. Other states have simply posted video of previous, live
trainings or PowerPoint with voiceover. South Carolina is unique in requiring that their online
training be done in the presence of a live facilitator.
The research into courses in other states revealed four conclusions:





Programs with extended course content are, at least anecdotally, better received and
more utilized by local PC and BOA and even some elected officials
Utilizing experienced trainers helps make courses more enjoyable to participants
Partnerships are helpful in reach more people in geographically dispersed areas
o Partnerships also allow access to more experienced trainers (i.e. university
professors)
Good online content is readily consumed by local PC and BOA

Figure 1: Screenshot of an online course module by New York’s Department of State
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Completion Rate Analysis

Data currently maintained by Maryland
Department of Planning shows a completion rate
of 63% among the 1447 people currently listed as
members of planning commissions, boards of
zoning appeals, planning boards, and (a few)
historical preservation commissions. Planning
commissioners and board of zoning appeals
members have similar completion rates, 64% and
62% respectively. Also, county level and
municipal level boards show similar rates, 66%
and 62% respectively.
Table 1 shows the regional variation of completion rates.1
Table 1:Completion Rates by Region

Region
Western
Baltimore
Southern
Upper Eastern Shore
Lower Eastern Shore
Suburban Washington
Total

# of
Obs.

%
MDP

All
%
Local

239
235
95
359
253
266
1447

54%
62%
75%
52%
61%
59%
58%

2%
2%
0%
12%
2%
3%
4%

Total
56%
64%
75%
64%
63%
62%
63%

Planning Commission
%
%
Total
MDP Local
50%
64%
82%
49%
67%
60%
58%

3%
3%
0%
13%
2%
4%
5%

53%
66%
82%
62%
69%
63%
64%

Board of Zoning Appeals
%
%
Total
MDP
Local
60%
60%
68%
55%
57%
60%
59%

0%
0%
0%
11%
2%
2%
3%

60%
60%
68%
66%
59%
62%
62%

Regional variations were greatest among planning commissions, ranging from 53% in the
Western region and 82% in the Southern region. Board of zoning appeals completion rates were
closer together with four out of six regions posting between 59% and 62% and the Southern
region posting 68%. Most regions were consistent between their county level and municipal level
completion rates, except for the Western region which showed a 76% completion rate among
county level planning commissions and a 50% completion rate among municipal level ones.

1

Regions are those defined by Maryland Department of Planning, which lists six regions: Western (Garrett,
Allegany, and Washington Counties); Baltimore (Baltimore City and Baltimore, Harford, Carroll, Anne Arundel, and
Howard Counties); Southern (Calvert, St. Mary’s, and Charles Counties); Upper Eastern Shore ( Cecil, Kent, Queen
Anne’s, Talbot, and Caroline Counties); Lower Eastern Shore ( Dorchester, Wicomico, Somerset, and Worchester
Counties); and Suburban Washington (Frederick, Montgomery, and Prince George’s Counties)
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Overall local training was only recorded as a significant factor in Upper Eastern Shore
jurisdictions, where 12% members completed a local course. Southern planning commissioners
and board of zoning appeals members show no local training completed. The other regions
posted 2% or 3% of members.

MDP data shows that of those that completed
the training, 80% did so online. The majority of
those people completed the training in the six
months following the 2009 law’s passing. Since
the 4th quarter of 2010, between five and
twenty people completed the training online per
quarter. See Appendix D for more information.

Possible Data Errors
There are several reasons to believe that the
completion rate is being under reported. First of
all, the MDP database is updated infrequently and relies heavily on self-reporting by local
jurisdictions. A review of 65 municipalities and 24 counties2 revealed a total of 149 people in the
database that no longer served and 106 people that are currently serving but not in the database.
Those 89 jurisdictions had a total of 950 entries. In other words, 16% of the entries were
incorrect and 12% of the people who should be in the database weren’t. If these errors were
similar across the data, then an estimated 227 people are in the database that should not and 166
people are missing from the database. These are significant error rates.

Second, local training is significantly under
reported. A survey of planning directors from
across Maryland in preparation of the 2012
Winter Planning Director’s Roundtable
revealed that 61% of planning directors provide
some type of local training. Of those
jurisdictions with local training, 65% reported
providing it ad-hoc for new members and 42%
reported providing it upon request. Only 15%
reported providing a consistent training for new
and old members. The ad-hoc nature of local
training means that it is difficult to track and is
therefore most likely under reported.

2

Baltimore City is included with counties
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Graph 4: Completion Rates, MPCA
Survey Results
14%
Not Completed

Completed

86%

Finally, results from a survey of Maryland
Planning Commissioner Association members
indicate that both local training and training
rates are underreported. Eighty-six percent of
respondents report completing the training,
with board of zoning appeals members and
planning commissioners reporting 88% and
89% respectively. Of the people who said they
received training, 16%, or more than double
the rate gleaned from MDP data, indicated they
received local training. Sixty-eight percent said
they took the online training, a rate much lower
than is recorded in MDP data.

The discrepancies between the rates reported by
MPCA members and MDP data are most likely
the result of the difficulty in collecting
information on local training and the
infrequency with which data is collected. The
difference in the online completion rates in
survey results and MDP data highlight this
point. People who complete the survey online
are immediately entered into the database. A
system that has such differences in recording
mechanisms will inherently favor the most
accurate recording mechanism, which in this
case is online.
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Survey Results Concerning Course Material and Delivery Methods
Delivery Methods3
Table 2: Delivery Method Ranking by MPCA Members

Interactive Classroom4
Online Materials
Printed Materials
Traditional Classroom Setting
Webinar
Other
Total

Second
Third
First Choice
Choice
Choice
#
%
#
%
#
%
44
26%
17
10%
26
17%
54
32%
52
32%
21
14%
26
15%
39
24%
43
28%
22
13%
21
13%
24
16%
25
15%
32
20%
34
23%
0
0%
1
1%
3
2%
171
162
151

Score
192
287
199
132
173
5

Table 2 shows the rankings of possible delivery methods by MPCA Members. ‘Online materials’
was ranked as the most desirable delivery method, followed by ‘printed material’ second and
‘interactive classrooms’ a close third.

Table 3 compares responses from planning
commissioners and board of appeals members.
Boards of appeals members were slightly more
favorably disposed than planning commissioners
towards interactive classrooms. Overall though,
the discernible groups ranked the different
delivery methods in a relatively consistent order:
Online materials as the most favored, interactive
classrooms and printed materials in the middle,
followed by webinars. While some individuals
ranked traditional classrooms as the preferred
choice, almost every group placed it last.

Planning
Board of Appeals
Commission
Method
Score Method
Online
Online
Materials
127 Materials
Interactive
Printed
Classroom
92 Materials
Printed
Interactive
Materials
91 Classroom
Table 3: Delivery method rankings by
organization type

Score
132
96
84

Planning directors were asked a slightly different question: “How is local training delivered?”
The choices were online materials, printed materials, lecture, video or other multimedia, group
discussion, one-on-one, or other. Fifty-nine percent reported using printed materials and 38%
reported using online materials. In a separate question, thirty-four percent responded that they
3

For further results, see appendix B and C
‘Interactive classroom’ was distinguished in the survey from ‘traditional classroom’ by the inclusion of active
elements into the presentation. The active elements, as informed by the literature on adult education, included
discussions, case studies, games, role-playing and scenarios
4
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direct commissioners to complete MDP’s online training.
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Course Topics5
Table 4: Course Subject Rankings by MPCA Members

Capital Improvement Planning
Comprehensive Plans
Development Process
Meeting / Public Participation
Non-Conforming Uses
Planning Law
Subdivision Regulation
Variances and Special
Exceptions
Zoning Code
Other
Total

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice
Score
#
%
#
%
#
%
15
6%
11
5%
15
7%
82
49
21%
30
14%
28 13%
235
12
5%
20
9%
20
9%
96
9
4%
23
10%
19
9%
92
17
7%
31
14%
33 15%
146
40
17%
24
11%
33 15%
201
4
2%
13
6%
16
7%
54
58
27
1
232

25%
12%
0%

30
40
0
222

14%
18%
0%

30
25
0
219

14%
11%
0%

264
186
3

The table 4 shows rankings of possible course topics by MPCA members. Variances and special
exceptions, comprehensive plans, and planning law were the top rated choices, receiving a
combined 63% of first place votes.

Table 5 compares responses from planning
Board of Appeals
Planning Commission
commissioners and board of appeals
Subject
Score Subject
Score
members. Planning commissioners and
Variance and
177 Planning Law
159
board of appeals members differed in their
Special Exception
top two choices, but agree for their third
Non- Conforming
Comprehensive
81
156
Uses
Plans
choice. Planning law, which is the top
Zoning Code
59 Zoning Code
115
choice among planning commissioners,
places sixth among board of zoning appeals
Table 5: Course subject rankings by organization type
members. Conversely, non – conforming
uses was ranking higher by board of zoning appeals members but lower by planning
commissioners (7th). These differences may reflect the difference in the perceived duties of their
respective positions.

Planning directors were also asked to select and rank the top three most important course
subjects for planning commissioners and board of appeals members. The top three courses were
zoning code, variances and special exceptions, and the comprehensive plan, reflecting a hybrid
of topics selected by planning commissioners and board of appeals members. Interestingly,

5

For further results, see appendix B and C
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planning law, the top overall choice by MPCA members, didn’t receive a single vote by planning
directors.
Survey Results Take-aways
The following three conclusions are drawn from the results of MPCA and planning director’s
surveys:
1. Course content that emphasizes the basics of planning and zoning tools
The high rankings of planning law, comprehensive plans and variances and special
exceptions indicate a desire for more content that covers planning implementation tools.
More advanced topics such as capital improvement planning received low scores and almost
none of the respondents listed separate topics than those listed. Furthermore, public
participation results were mixed, indicating that commissioners are more interested in
understanding tools than were uncomfortable interacting with the public.

2. The use of self-study materials
In general, MPCA members indicated a desire to receive training at their own discretion. In
addition to the high rankings of online and printed materials, seventy percent of respondents
reported being comfortable and willing to complete training online. The results were only
slightly different between paper and online responses (68% and 71% respectively).
The survey of planning directors also reported a high use of printed and online materials, and
comments made during the Winter 2012 Planning Director’s Roundtable revealed a desire for
materials that could be used at the planning directors pleasure.

3. More interactive presentations
The traditional classroom setting received the lowest score and interactive classrooms
received a top score. This result is consistent with Malcolm Knowles’s theory of andragogy
which emphasizes connecting adult learners to course material and treating them more
independently than younger learners. Also, only 25% of online participants reported
preferring the standard lecture format with 75% preferring slight to extensive changes to the
course format.
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Recommendations
To augment the effectiveness of planning commissioner and board of zoning appeals member
training, Malcolm Knowles theory of adult education, andragogy, is included at relevant points
in the recommendation. Andragogy, which translates from Greek as ‘to lead the man,’ refers to
self-directed learning designed to engage adults who need strong internal motivation and an
understanding of a course’s practical goals in order to learn new concepts. Malcolm’s theory
stresses a connection to past experiences, a demonstration of the relevancy of course materials,
and the instructor as a ‘guide’ more than a ‘teacher.’ This research influenced a number of the
report recommendations.
The overall conclusion is a need to increase course accessibility and relevancy. The easier it is to
complete training and the better the courses are received by participants, the more commissioners
will seek out courses. The recommendations are split into two categories: those that improve
quantifiable knowledge and those that improve course quality.

Recommendations to better understand the completion rate
1. Improve data collection at the local level
Analyzing completion rates requires solid information on individual participants. The current
data is unreliable and a better mechanism is needed to account for a local commission’s
turnover. A better collection mechanism would allow for constant updates to the database by
contacting planning directors when new commissioners are appointed. This should be done
in addition to the current system of annual updates that MDP employs.

The proposed data collection mechanism would
function similarly to Maryland National Capital
Park and Planning Commission collection of
Montgomery County Homeowners and Civic
Associations.6 The current members of a
jurisdictions’ commission or board would be
published on MDP’s website. The local planning
director (or whoever is designated by the
jurisdiction) would have the ability to update the
information for his or her jurisdiction.
Figure 2: Example from MNCPPC website

Better data collection should also include information of different variables than what is
currently collected. County or municipality, planning commission or board of appeals
member, and some jurisdiction information is all that is currently available. Given the little
6

See http://www.montgomeryplanning.org/gis/interactive/hoa2.shtm
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variation in these variables, new ones should be introduced if the completion rate is to be
explained comprehensively.
Possible variables that might explain differences are:
 Access/use of the internet
 Funding availability for travel to conferences
 Frequency of commission meetings
 Number of annual/monthly decisions made by commission or board.
 Frequency of Comprehensive Plan update
 Presence of full time planning staff

2. Create a feedback mechanism
Feedback would collect information on how to constantly improve trainings and what types
of courses MPCA members would want to see covered. Such a mechanism would allow for
continual refinements to the course and help create a subjective standard on the quality of the
course.

3. Develop pre and post questions for each training module
Asking questions to start the course will help lay out the learning objectives of the particular
module. Participants will clearly see at the onset of the module that they will gain specific
knowledge that they currently don’t have.

Also, by asking the same set of questions pre
and post training module, New York’s online
course was able to directly measure the amount
of knowledge gained specifically by the course.
In evaluating the effectiveness of planning
commissioner education, it is difficult to build a
specific mechanism that can measure the impact
of courses. A jurisdiction by jurisdiction
evaluation of the change in the quality of
planning decisions is essentially impossible.

Andragogy - The Need to Know: Adult

learners need to be shown the value of
the material and its practical
applications beforehand. Adult learners
see their time as valuable because of
the opportunity costs associated with
any particular decision. Effective
courses demonstrate the benefits of
taking the course and the consequences
of not to justify the adult’s investment
of time. (Tough 1979, Ozuah 2005)

Asking course participants if the training was
useful would help, and should be included, but is subjective. Asking a series of questions pre
and post course on the facts of the planning process and planning law in Maryland offers the
best avenue to determining the effectiveness of training because it allows for determining if
the course had an impact on the participants knowledge.
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Recommendations to Improve Course Accessibility and Relevancy
4. Create a voluntary, continuing education program
Andragogy - Learning Guidance:

Knowles believed that they are less
interested in learning for distant or
future uses. Adults typically seek out
courses that will have an impact on
their present professional life. To this
end, courses need well-articulated goals
and objectives with action steps to
meet those goals. Beyond connecting
the goals of the course, adults need to
see that they will walk away with some
skills or knowledge that will help them
in their daily interactions or help them
make decisions.

An ad hoc continuing education already exists
with advanced topics presented at conferences
and workshops. The recommendation here is to
essentially formalize what is already being done.
Create a continuing education program with three
to five subject areas (i.e. planning law). Each
continuing education course would fall under one
of the subject areas. Subject areas and courses
should be determined jointly my MPCA and
MDP and take into consideration feasibility of the
presentation and planning commissioner
preferences as expressed through the MPCA
member survey.

During workshops and conferences, continuing
education courses that expand upon the basic planning and zoning education would run
concurrently with orientation training. Members who have completed the required orientation
training would be invited to participate in the continuing education courses.
To encourage participation, continuing education could be a part of some type of “degree”
program. The orientation courses could qualify someone as a “bachelor’s” of citizen
planning. Completion of a certain number of continuing education courses would qualify
someone as a “master” citizen planner. The precise structure of such a program should be
jointly developed by MPCA and MDP.

5. More online content, specifically videos to make training more enjoyable
MPCA and MDP should improve upon the
online training modules by making them more
interactive. Video, review questions,
“assignments,” slides, and course readings can
all be used in each individual module. The
modules should range in time from twenty to
forty minutes with longer topics split into
several modules.
The New York Department of State and the
University of New Hampshire provide the best
models for possible modules. The images in

Andragogy - The Learners SelfConcept: Knowles argued that

adulthood “is that point at which [a
person] perceives himself to be wholly
self-directing. And at that point he also
experiences a deep need to be
perceived by others as being selfdirecting.” (Knowles et al., 1998) This
means that adult learners need to be
seen as able to conceive of and selfdirect their studies.
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appendix E provide a visual representation of these models. Essentially, a narrator walks the
participant through the modules, providing information similarly to a live presentation. Short,
relevant videos are shown, such as a commission meeting. Images such as maps or plats are
also shown to illustrate a particular point.
Both New Hampshire and New York’s modules utilize review questions throughout the
presentation to check knowledge diffusion. New Hampshire even included assignments in the
middle of modules that the participant was expected to print out and complete before
continuing.

Posting video of presentations can be an easy way to accumulate interactive content. While
not as desirable as building training modules, it allows individuals interested in a particular
topic but unable to attend a live training. Review questions can be integrated into the
video/posting and completion of the questions would fulfill a continuing education credit.

6. Utilize interactive elements during live presentations
Incorporate discussions, case studies, scenarios,
role-playing, and problem based learning into
the orientation training and each continuing
education training course. Ideally, each live
training course would select an interactive
element to be used during the course. Selection
would be left up to the individual presenter.

Andragogy -The Learners Role: Adult

learning should engage with the prior
experience of the learner. These
experiences can be the richest, most
practical resource available (Ozuah
2005) Planning Commissioners have a
wealth of knowledge and experience
deriving from their work, family, social
interactions, and school. Instructors
need to draw out relevant experience
and connect it to the material being
taught. (Lieb)

A list of potential elements should be developed
to make it easier to select the appropriate
element for a particular presentation.7 The list
can form the beginning of a “library” of
potential elements and the necessary materials for them. Utilizing course feedback
(recommendation 2) MPCA and MDP can maintain the perceived successes of failure of a
particular element.

7. Establish/expand partnerships among similarly oriented agencies
Possible Partnerships: MML, MACo, UMD Extension (Institute for Government Services
and Research, Academy for Excellence in Local Government), MD APA, and other state
agencies.
7

See appendix A for a list of possible elements discovered in the course of research into adult
education.
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Partnerships serve several purposes: they expand the audience receiving planning training,
they provide more forums for MPCA members to receive training, and they provide a
network of seasoned trainers to deliver training. The 2009 law only requires commissioners
and board of appeal members to receive training, but many people are involved in the
planning process. Planning decisions overall could be improved if elected officials and
citizens were better informed about the planning process.

Organizations such as MML and MACo already run annual and regional conferences and
MPCA and MDP have previously run the orientation training at these conferences. The
partnerships should work in both directions, with MML and MACo provided the opportunity
and invitation to present topics pertinent to planners but more under the purview of a
municipal or county association.

Several Maryland State Departments should also be invited to present topics at MPCA
conferences. Departments such as Transportation, Environment, and Housing are intimately
involved in the planning process and developmental decisions of local jurisdictions. They
would bring a valuable perspective and could help supplement course development by
MPCA and MDP.
The establishment and maintenance of partnerships would lie with the MPCA Executive
Board but with assistance from MDP.

8. Evaluate the success of these recommendations in two years
Planning commissioner and board of appeals member education should be re-evaluated in
two years to determine if:
(1) The completion rate has improved
(2) Recommendations were successfully implemented/quality of training has improved
(3)Any further changes need to be implemented
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Appendix A: Interactive Elements for Live Training
Adult learning theory’s emphasis on relevance, connection to past experience, sustaining internal
motivation, and egalitarianism leads one to conclude that engaging activities are more necessary
than in a traditional classroom. Public officials tend to be participatory learners who appreciate
experiential learning where they can connect concepts and materials to their existing knowledge
and experience base. Among the specific tools instructors should be encouraged to use when
engaging municipal officials are:
•
•
•

Establish class objectives at the beginning of the class,
Make use of roundtables and small group activities to encourage collaboration and shared
learning,
Focus on the actual experiences and issues facing learners and their communities, and
where possible, create a blended learning experience that incorporates both visual
(Powerpoint/videos) and auditory (lecture/group discussion) approaches.

The following list of interactive elements emerged from the literature on adult education:

1.

Think-pair-share or think -write-pair-share
The process is very simple. The teacher puts forward a question without a right or wrong
answer and gives the class time to think of an answer or possible implications. After a few
minutes, each student turns to a pair and shares their response. The pairs discuss the question
for a few minutes until the teacher throws open the floor to responses for the whole class.
One alternative is to allow students time to write their responses before sharing and then
having them compare and contrast the written response with their partner.
TPS, a strategy originally developed for college classrooms, is designed to allow the largest
number of students to discuss lecture or reading material at once. The entire class is engaged,
with half directly contributing their thoughts and the other listening/digesting. It can foster
greater participation that simply throwing open the floor to discussion because the personal
interaction motivates students. Shy students have the ability to develop and rehearse their
thoughts before sharing with a wider audience. Depending on the size of the group, the
teacher can also move among the different groups, offering his or her opinion as well as
gauging the general understanding on the concept among the class.

2.

Tell-help-check
THC is very similar to TPS, allowing adult students the ability to formulate an understanding
and share that understanding with a peer. Again the class is divided into pairs. The teach
poses a question based on information covered in the lecture and one of the partners develops
a response. After a few minutes, the response is given to the other partner who revises and
adds addition information. After both partners have been able to provide input on the
response, the response can be checked to determine its accuracy.
The main difference between TPS and THC is that TPS is for open-ended discussion based
questions whereas THC is for questions that have “true” answers. THC allows students to
demonstrate understanding of an issue that they have just learned in class. The collaborative
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element is designed to increase student interest in the activity. Also, the teacher can move
about the groups, gauging understanding and offering insight.
3.

Problem Based Learning(Case Study)
PBL is usually applied to an entire approach to learning in the classroom, but can also
function as a tool in any classroom. Essentially, students learn content by applying outside
knowledge and recently acquired knowledge to solve some problem. Students are presented
with a loosely structured “real world” problem. The problem should be familiar to the
students but complex enough that it cannot be solved using only prior knowledge. Working
in groups, students then use experiential knowledge and newly introduced information
(possibly from the lecture) to outline a solution to the problem.
Typically, PBL would then have students seek out additional information to fully
answer/solve the question presented to them. This research step is designed to emphasize the
importance of engaging with outside materials to provide sufficient perspective on a
problem, but is impractical in the training situation. One possible modification would be to
provide supplemental materials that aren’t directly utilized in the lecture but have relevant
information. These materials could also be made available through the website to familiarize
commissioners to resources available to them.

4.

Skit/Scenario
Some topics that commissioners may need to learn or may want to learn are best
demonstrated through ‘real world’ reinforcement. Ambiguous topics, such as ethics, or
problems without a clearly operationalizable solution, such as running meetings/handling
unruly citizens, are best dealt with in a space lacking clear rules and boundaries.
Skits would use volunteers, most likely students from planning programs, to present content.
This format is fairly straight forward. Three to five students would perform (either scripted or
improvised with the direction set beforehand) for five to ten minutes.

5.

Role-Playing/Scenario
This would be similar to the skits except audience members are used instead of outside
actors. A context (scene) would be established and different members would be assigned
roles (or they could volunteer for a role) and given a motivation or desired outcome.
Everyone would then be placed within the scenario (commission meeting, meeting with
developer, etc.) and instructed to act it out.
Skits and scenarios give participants more flexibility to diverge from structured content and
therefore flush out questions that may not arise within a formal setting. Both forms present a
‘dramatized’ version of a planning issue with the difference resting on whether participants
or volunteers act out the issue toward a resolution.
Both formats would be followed up by a discussion lead by the facilitator. The topics for
discussion could be: how would you respond in the situation, what should people have done,
what other questions does it raise, are there any other ways to handle the situations, etc.
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6.

Educational Games
Educational games allow people to interact directly with issues in a structured setting. Ideal
games would have a diverse range of actors (players), who are given specific goals, and
allow players to achieve those goals within the confines of the game. It is similar to the
scenario set up, but it’s more structured in its presentation. Scenarios leave the entire realm
of possible choices open, whereas a game restricts choices to those allowed in the game.
Engaging, relevant games that are not beneath participants are difficult to find. However, one
possible game is the Watershed Game, which was developed to teach elected officials about
the relationship between land use, water quality, and development. The Watershed Game is
produced by NEMO, Nonpoint Education for Municipal Officials. According to the website,
“participants learn how a variety of land uses impact water and natural resources, increase
their knowledge of best management practices (BMPs), and learn how their choices can
prevent adverse impacts.”8

8

Website: http://www.northlandnemo.org/watershedgame.html
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Appendix B – MPCA Survey Analysis
The Maryland Planning Commissioners Association reached out to 1449 people identified as
serving on a planning commission, board of zoning appeals, planning advisory board, or similar
body to receive feedback on citizen planner training in the State of Maryland. Respondents can
be divided into two groups: those filling out online surveys and those filling out paper surveys.
The two different methods were used because of the differences in the type of contact
information provided to MPCA by its members. However, the wording of survey questions, in
all feasible occurrences, was maintained between both methods.
Survey Results and Findings (Summary)
Completion rates
 86% of respondents report completing a planning and zoning course
 68% completed online course vs. 16% completed local course
 A higher percentage of people reported completing local training than is recorded in
the database
Course Content – Top Five
 Variances and Special Exceptions
 Comprehensive Plans
 Planning Law
 Zoning Code
 Non-Conforming Uses

(Score: 264)
(Score: 235)
(Score: 201)
(Score: 186)
(Score: 146)

Delivery Methods
 Strong support for self-study materials (printed, online, webinar)
 High comfort level with and support for internet training
 Desire for more interactive elements in live trainings
Other


Support for quarterly newsletter and education materials for local jurisdiction
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Outreach
Six hundred eighty-one individuals (681) in the MPCA database had a ‘unique’ email address
and two hundred sixty four (264) shared or had a
Response
‘duplicate’ an email address with at least one other
Returned Rate
individual in the database. These two groups completed
144
21.1%
the same survey, but were contacted in slightly different Online-Unique
Online-Duplicate
17
6.4%
methods relevant to the contact information provided.
Paper
108
22.2%
Four hundred eighty seven (487) people without any
Total
269
18.8%
email address provided were contacted through a
mailed survey. Seventeen had no contact information
Table B.1: Response Rate
provided. They could not be reached.
Two hundred sixty-two (258) people responded in some form. The overall response rate was
19%. The response rate was similar for both online and paper based respondents. It should also
be noted here that both the paper and online mailing received a number of “bounce backs”
indicating that there are problems with the database.
Respondent Information
Table B.2: Are you currently a member of...?
Survey
MPCA
All
Online
Paper
Members
Board of Appeals
36%
17%
67%
40%
Planning Commission
57%
74%
30%
58%
Other
7%
9%
3%
2%

Overall, survey respondents were similar to MPCA Members in terms of the organizational
bodies that belonged to. Unfortunately, space constraints prevented more demographic
information being collected for paper respondents. However, online respondents provided a large
snapshot of demographic information. For the online additional online information, see
appendix.
Online respondents vs. MPCA members
Planning commissioners were overly represented in the survey compared to MPCA member
information (70% of respondents vs. 58% of members). The survey was slightly biased in favor
of county level planning and zoning participants (26% of respondents vs. 20% of members).
About a quarter of respondents have served more than 10 years and almost 50% have served at
least 5 years. The average age of participants was 60 and the median was 60.
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Completion Rate
Table B.3: Have you completed the Planning Commissioner Training Course?
Survey Results
MPCA
Online
Paper
Board of Planning
Members All
Survey
Survey Survey Appeals Commission Other
N=1447
N=244
N=153
N=100 N=89
N=141
N=14
No
37%
14%
8%
19%
12%
11%
43%
Yes
63%
86%
92%
81%
88%
89%
57%
Table B.4: Which Course Did you Complete?
MPCA
Members All
Online

Locally Provided
MDP Online
Course
MDP Live

Survey Results

Paper
Board of Planning
Survey
Survey Survey Appeals Commission Other
N=907
N=216
N=139
N=77
N=74
N=123
N=8
7%
16%
13%
28%
16%
14%
25%
80%
13%

68%
16%

68%
19%

69%
14%

70%
14%

69%
17%

38%
38%

Both paper based and online respondents were more likely to have completed a training course
than the average MPCA member (86% vs 63%) Of those respondents who completed a training
course, survey participants were more likely than MPCA members to have completed a local
training course (16% vs. 7%). MPCA members were more likely to have done the course online
(80% vs 68%).
Paper based respondents reported the highest
levels of local course completion. They were
twice as likely at online respondents and four
times as likely as MPCA members in general
to have completed a local training course.
The differences in completion rates, it should
be noted, may be more attributable to
difficulties in receiving confirmation that
MPCA members completed a local course than
actual differences in completion rates.
Most people who completed training did so in
2010, immediate after the law came into effect.
This reflects a similar trend recorded for those
who completed the training online. There was
a 45.6% drop in the number of people
completing the course between 2010 and 2011
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and a 46.0% drop between 2011 and 2012.
Course Content
Survey participants were asked to pick and rank the top three educational topics they would like
to see covered in a training course. The choices were generated by Maryland Department of
Planning staff. A voting vector system was used to derive a score for each choice. A first place
vote carried a weight of three, a second place vote carried a weight of two, and a third place vote
carried a weight of one. The score was derived by multiplying the number of votes a given
option received at a given level by that level’s weight and adding together each level. The results
are displayed in Table 5.
Table B.5: Course Subjects Full Results
First Choice
#
%
Capital Improvement Planning
15
6%
Comprehensive Plans
49 21%
Development Process
12
5%
Meeting / Public Participation
9
4%
Non-Conforming Uses
17
7%
Planning Law
40 17%
Subdivision Regulation
4
2%
Variances and Special
Exceptions
58 25%
Zoning Code
27 12%
Other
1
0%
Total
232

Second Choice
#
%
11
5%
30
14%
20
9%
23
10%
31
14%
24
11%
13
6%
30
40
0
222

14%
18%
0%

Third Choice Score
#
%
15
7%
82
28 13%
235
20
9%
96
19
9%
92
33 15%
146
33 15%
201
16
7%
54
30
25
0
219

14%
11%
0%

264
186
3

The results were fairly consistent between the two survey methods. Both comprehensive plans
and zoning code were ranked in the top three for paper and online participants. The biggest
difference was difference in the relative ranking of planning law. Online participants ranked it
their top choice while paper based participants placed it sixth.
A more interesting difference emerged
Board of Appeals
Planning Commission
between board of zoning appeal members
Subject
Score
Subject
Score
and planning commissioners. Planning
Variance and
177
Planning Law
159
commissioners and board of zoning
Special Exception
Non-Conforming
Comprehensive
appeals members differ in their top two
81
156
Uses
Plans
choices, but agree for their third choice.
Zoning Code
59
Zoning Code
115
Planning law, which is the top choice
among planning commissioners, places
Table B.6: Top Three Subjects by Organization
sixth among board of zoning appeals
members. Conversely, non – conforming uses was ranking higher by board of zoning appeals
members than by planning commissioners (7th)
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Some of the differences between paper and online results can be attributed to the over
representation of board of appeals members among paper survey respondents and planning
commissioners among online survey respondents. It is therefore possible that differences
between the survey form (paper or online) are not attributable to the collection method and
instead reflect the differences in respondent’s organization.
Delivery Methods
Survey participants were asked to rank different delivery methods for course material/training
platforms. This question also asked respondents to pick and rank their top three among a
provided list and the same voting vector was also used to score each option
Table B.7: Delivery Methods Full Results
First Choice
#
%
Interactive Classroom
44
26%
Online Materials
54
32%
Printed Materials
26
15%
Traditional Classroom Setting
22
13%
Webinar
25
15%
Other
0
0%
Total
171

Second Choice
#
%
17 10%
52 32%
39 24%
21 13%
32 20%
1
1%
162

Third Choice
#
%
26 17%
21 14%
43 28%
24 16%
34 23%
3
2%
151

Score
192
287
199
132
173
5

Interactive classrooms were distinguished in the survey from traditional classrooms by the
inclusion of active elements into the presentation. The active elements included discussions, case
studies, games, role-playing and scenarios.
Online participants were asked specifically about Board of Appeals
Planning Commission
the inclusion of active elements. Forty-six
Score
Score
percent favored some slight modifications such
Online
Online
127 Materials
132
as more discussion time but not activities such as Materials
Interactive
Printed
role playing or games. Twenty-nine percent
Classroom
92 Materials
96
favored any active element that broke up the
Printed
Interactive
monotony of lecture-based presentation.
Materials
91 Classroom
Table B.8: Top Three Delivery Methods by
Organization

84

Across all collected variables, ‘online materials’
was ranked as the most desirable delivery
method. Paper survey participants in general ranked the classroom option higher than online
respondents, who placed them last and second to last. Boards of appeals members were slightly
more favorably disposed than planning commissioners towards interactive classrooms. Overall
though, the discernible groups ranked the different delivery methods in a relatively consistent
order: Online materials as the most favored, interactive classrooms and printed materials in the
middle, followed by webinars. While some individuals ranked traditional classrooms as the
preferred choice, almost every group ranked it last.
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MPCA Services
Survey participants were asked to rate their desire to receive different MPCA services. The
rating scale used is one to three with ‘Not Interested’ valued at one and ‘Very Interested’ valued
at three. ‘Don’t Know’ doesn’t have a corresponding value and was not included in the average
score calculation.
Table B.9: MPCA Services Full Results
Don't
Know
#
%
Reproducible brochure
(materials for your jurisdiction)
Training in a Classroom Setting
Regional Conference
Quarterly Newsletter

Not
Interested
#
%

Somewhat
Interested
#
%

Very
Interested
#
%

Average
Score

6
8
10
4

3%
4%
5%
2%

33
68
70
24

15%
32%
33%
11%

87
91
73
92

48%
63%
51%
48%

89
46
61
97

41%
22%
29%
45%

2.27
1.89
1.96
2.34

Welcome Basket (orientation
materials)

8

4%

64

31%

68

48%

66

32%

2.01

Annual Maryland Planning
Commissioners Conference

11

5%

70

33%

77

55%

51

24%

1.90

Quarterly newsletter and reproducible brochure received the highest scores overall (2.34 and2.27
respectively). This result reflects the general preference stated in the delivery methods section for
printed and online materials.
Board of appeals members and planning commissioners
had nearly identical ratings for reproducible brochures
(2.30 vs. 2.28) and classroom training (1.94 vs. 1.88). The
differences in ratings was slightly larger for quarterly
newsletter (2.42 vs. 2.30) and welcome basket (2.07 vs.
1.99)
There was a significant difference in the ratings for
regional conferences and annual conferences. Planning
commissioners rated regional and annual conferences
much higher (2.07 and 2.18 respectively) than board of
appeals members (1.97 and 1.69 respectively).

BOA
Score

PC
Score

Reproducible
brochure
Classroom training

2.30
1.94

2.28
1.88

Regional Conference

2.18

1.67

Quarterly Newsletter
Welcome Basket
Annual Conference

2.42
2.07
2.07

2.30
1.99
1.69

Table B.10: MPCA Services by
Organization

It is also interesting to note that overall classroom training, regional conferences, and annual
conferences were rated similarly. However, splitting the data shows that planning commissioners
favored the conferences over classroom training while board of appeals members favored
classroom training over conferences. Classroom training’s rating stayed consistent, but the
respective value attached to conferences diverged significantly
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Appendix C – Planning Director’s Survey
The survey of planning directors was carried out online over a three week period as part of the
lead up to the Winter Planning Directors Roundtable. A discussion on training in Maryland was
also held during the Winter Roundtable and responses informed this section. The online survey
had a response rate of twenty-eight percent.
Location of Survey Respondents

Table C.1: Respondent Location by region

Region
Baltimore Metro
Southern
Suburban Washington
Lower Eastern Shore
Upper Eastern Shore
Western
Total

Represented in Survey
#
%
7
14%
5
10%
11
22%
8
16%
15
29%
5
10%
51

Provides Local Training
#
%
6
86%
4
80%
7
64%
4
50%
7
47%
3
60%
31
61%

Survey respondents represent a good mix of local and rural jurisdictions across the state and
large, heavily populated counties. The major absentee jurisdictions are municipalities in
Montgomery Harford, and Anne Arundel County and Baltimore city. Regionally, the Eastern
Shore was the best represented. Eleven county level planning directors responded to the survey
with the rest coming from municipalities. Most of the municipalities were from Frederick county
or the Eastern Shore. However, Howard and Baltimore County don’t have any incorporated
municipalities, so there representation was fulfilled by the county level planning agency.
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Table C. 2: Does your jurisdiction provide local training?
#

%

Both Planning Commissioners and Board of Zoning
Appeals Members
Local training provided by another organization

20

38%

2

4%

Only Planning Commissioners

4

8%

Other

2

4%

Previously provided training

3

6%

We do not provide local training

21

40%

Total

52

Table C. 3: Do you direct members to complete the MDP
Training?
#
%
Online Training
16
34%
Training at Conferences
2
4%
Both
24
51%
Neither
5
11%
Total
47
Table C.4: How is local training
delivered?
#
%
11
38%
Online Materials
17
59%
Printed Materials
2
7%
Lecture
3
10%
Video or other Multimedia
13
45%
Group Discussion
8
28%
One-on-one or Small Group
3
10%
Other
* 29 Responses to this Question. Respondents could select
more than one choice

One-on-one or small group was distinguished from group discussion by the different roles of the
instructor. Instructors in discussions act as facilitators whereas small group implies a style closer
to a traditional classroom format. Most planning directors did not favor lecture style
presentations.
Printed materials and group discussion were reported as the most common forms of local training
(59% and 38% respectively). Participants of the roundtable also identified a desire for content
platforms that could be used by planning directors during local training. One participant
observed that creating flexible material empowered planners to use materials at their leisure and
when needed, for both appointed citizen planners and elected officials who affect the process.
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Table C.5: Which of the following topics are most important for a Planning Commissioner to learn during
training?
Topics
Capital Improvement Planning
Comprehensive Plans
Development Process
How to run a meeting/engage the public
Other
Subdivision Regulation
Variances and Special Exceptions
Zoning Code
Total

First Choice
#
%
2
4%
11
23%
5
11%
8
17%
1
2%
1
2%
9
19%
10
21%
47

Second Choice
#
%
6
13%
4
9%
13
28%
2
4%
1
2%
2
4%
8
17%
10
22%
46

Third Choice
#
%
7
16%
3
7%
1
2%
6
13%
1
2%
8
18%
9
20%
10
22%
45

Weighted
Score
25
44
42
34
6
15
52
60

The top course topics identified by planning directors are similar to those identified by planning
commissioners. Zoning code, comprehensive plans and variances and special exceptions were
selected by little more than twenty percent of respondents as the top choice. Public engagement,
as with planning commissioners, was generally seen as secondary to planning implementation
tools. However, interacting with frustrated or angry citizens was generally agreed upon to be a
challenge and that commissioners would benefit from training in how to defuse such situations.
During the roundtable discussion, there was a general interest in some form of continuing
education, focusing on advanced topics. Some subjects suggested included green development,
smart growth, geographic information systems, complete streets, and sustainability.
Table C.6: When do you provide training?
#
%
17
65%
Ad hoc for new members
Ad hoc upon request or perceived
11
42%
need
Periodically for new members and
4
15%
old members
* 26 Responses to this questions. Respondents could select
more than one choice
Table C.7: How do you determine topics that need to be covered? - Open-Ended
Question
Themes
#
%
Cover Foundation / Basic Planning Knowledge
Response to Local / County Issues
Cases Before the Board
Response to Legislative / State Issues
Individual Request
Planning Director or Outside Expert Advice
Based off State Training Materials
* 26 Responses to this Questions

8

31%

7
7
7
6
5
5

27%
27%
27%
23%
19%
19%
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Conclusions
1. Prevalence of Local Training
The majority of surveyed planning directors offered some form of training and many interactions
between planning directors and commissioners can be seen as a form of education. While some
local staff develops educational content that can be used in many situations, local directors offer
a lot of informal guidance on the planning process. Local training can have an ambiguous,
effervescent quality that should not be dismissed because it does not happen in a structured
classroom.
Planning directors are constantly informing commissioners of the ramifications of local issues. A
lot of state training discussing planning concepts in more abstract terms, but commissioner
decisions have impacts that can be difficult to foresee, especially for a new commissioner. One
of the best ways to assist them may be to increase the resources available to them to supplement
their ad hoc education.
2. Local Responsiveness
Local training is often a reactive response to a particular issue facing a community at a particular
point in time. Local staff is much better suited than state trainers to understanding the
individualized needs of planning commissioners. The main purpose of planning commissioner
training is to equip the commissioner with the necessary tools to judge developmental decisions
in their jurisdiction.
3. Leveraging local resources
During the round table, some commissioners also identified learning from the decisions of other
jurisdictions. While Maryland is not a homogenous planning environment, neighboring
communities often face similar development pressures and issues. The institutional knowledge of
a particular jurisdiction can be very beneficial in informing the process of another jurisdiction.
MPCA could act as an informal planning network facilitator, allowing jurisdictions to share
accumulated knowledge by connecting commissioners in different jurisdictions.
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Appendix D – Completion Rate Tables
Table D.1: Differences between County Level Planning Commissions and Boards of Zoning
Appeal by Region

Region
Western
Baltimore
Southern
Upper Eastern Shore
Lower Eastern Shore
Suburban Washington
Total

Planning Commission
%
% Local
MDP
62%
0%
50%
8%
86%
0%
27%
17%
72%
0%
79%
0%
57%
6%

Board of Zoning Appeals
Overall
62%
58%
86%
44%
66%
79%
62%

% MDP

% Local Overall

58%
64%
67%
48%
48%
47%
55%

0%
0%
0%
34%
0%
0%
7%

58%
64%
67%
83%
48%
47%
63%

Table D.2: Differences between Municipal Lever Planning Commissions and Boards of Zoning
Appeal by Region
Planning Commission
Region
Western
Baltimore
Southern
Upper Eastern Shore
Lower Eastern Shore
Suburban Washington
Total

% MDP

% Local

48%
72%
79%
54%
65%
57%
59%

4%
0%
0%
12%
3%
4%
5%

Board of Zoning Appeals
Overall
53%
72%
79%
66%
68%
61%
64%

% MDP
61%
58%
69%
57%
60%
62%
60%

% Local Overall
0%
0%
0%
5%
2%
3%
2%

61%
58%
69%
62%
62%
65%
62%

Table D.3: Differences between Counties and Municipalities by Region

Region
Western
Baltimore
Southern
Upper Eastern Shore
Lower Eastern Shore
Suburban Washington
Total

# of
Obs.
46
84
40
68
58
34
330

County Level
%
%
Percent
MDP Local

# of
Obs.

65%
54%
75%
37%
60%
65%
57%

193
151
55
291
195
232
1117

11%
5%
0%
25%
7%
0%
9%

76%
58%
75%
62%
67%
65%
66%

Municipal Level
%
%
Percent
MDP Local
51%
67%
75%
55%
61%
59%
59%

0%
0%
0%
9%
1%
3%
3%

51%
67%
75%
64%
62%
62%
62%
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Graph D.1: Individuals who completed the MDP online training
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Appendix E: Overview of Planning Commissioner Training in Other States

State

Initial

Continuing
Education Subject Areas

Enforcement
Board members must file a
certificate with the secretary of
their local board with the date of
each training program attended, its
subject matter, location, sponsors,
and time spent
Non certified members cannot be
reappointed. Board members can
also be removed for noncompliance if the local law
authorizes the mayor to do so.

4 hours
annually

Detailed. See States
individual description

4 hours
New York 4 hours
annually

Local jurisdictions are
free to determine
format, content, and
certification.

New
Jersey

5 hours None

Board roles and
responsibilities, the
master plan, and the
process of reviewing
development
applications

New members must agree to attend
training within 18 months or won't
be seated. Members who fail to
complete aren’t eligible for further
service.

Kentucky

8 hours
4 hours every two
years

Detailed. See States
individual description

Appointed board or commission
members who fail to complete the
required training are subject to
removal.

Tennessee 4 hours

Louisiana

4 hours None

South
Carolina

6 hours

New
6 hours
Hampshire

3 hours
annually

Duties, responsibilities,
ethics, and substance of No apparent enforcement
the positions held or to mechanisms
be held
Each official must file certification
Detailed. See States
form and documentation with
individual description
municipal clerk each year.
Training not required, just strongly
encouraged.
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South Carolina
Law
South Carolina requires 6 hours initially within a year of appointment and 3 hours annually after
that. This requirement also applies to planning staff unless they hold AICP certification, have a
Master’s or PhD in Planning or have a law degree. The required subject areas are very similar to
Tennessee and Kentucky, implying the law was either written with input from similar people or
was modeled on an existing law. They include: (1) land use planning;(2) zoning; (3) floodplains;
(4) transportation; (5) community facilities; (6) ethics; (7) public utilities; (8) wireless
telecommunications facilities; (9) parliamentary procedure; (10) public hearing procedure; (11)
administrative law; (12) economic development; (13) housing; (14) public buildings; (15)
building construction; (16) land subdivision; and (17) powers and duties of the planning
commission, board of zoning appeals, or board of architectural review. These topics are divided
between orientation training and continuing education, with the law stating that they should
include, but not be limited to those 17 topics.
The law created the South Carolina Planning Education Advisory Committee (SCPEAC), a five
member board tasked with developing education standards, determining approved course
providers, and providing annual reports on the determinations concerning approved education
programs and categories of exemption. While they are tasked with annual reports, only one
report, from 2010, is available online. The body is not provided a budget and has no staff to
support the five members.
Course Providers/Implementation
SCPEAC has certified only two organizations to provide orientation training: South Carolina
Association of Counties (SCAC) or the Municipal Association of South Carolina (MASC). To
cut down on costs, orientation training is posted online and can be requested on DVD. SCAC has
divided the content into two 3 hour videos while MASC has divided it into six one hour videos.
Both require, as per the law concerning online training, that a facilitator be present to guide the
discussion. MASC requires an ‘approved facilitator’ typically from MASC, SC APA, or SC
Association of Regional Councils.
SCAC doesn’t have approved facilitators, only requiring that they have AICP, Master’s or PhD
in Planning, Master’s in Public Administration or a license to practice law in South Carolina.
Conceivably, the local planning director would be able to fulfill the role of facilitator with SCAC
presentation materials. This is done to make training as many people as easily as possible. Steve
Riley, Chairman of SCPEAC, points out that there are over 46 counties and 269 municipalities
with many that have small populations. This means little budget for travel to conferences or live
presentations at the local jurisdiction. The ease of training has allowed a very high completion
rate. SPEAC estimates 95% to 100% of people required to take the orientation training did so
within 2 years of the laws implementation in 2003.9
9

Without staff and without enforcement on the state level, this is only an estimate. However, SCAC and MASC
both agree that initially after the law past, completion was in the high 90%.
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Continuing education is not as structured as orientation training. Approved providers still tend to
be nonprofit groups (APA, MASC, AIA, etc.) or the universities (Clemson, Georgia Tech).
Topics and format are also left up the providers with only two stipulations. Content must be
consistent with the 17 topics laid out in the law and facilitators must have a knowledge of the
subject and a knowledge of the jurisdiction. Certifications of attendance must be submitted to
ensure compliance with continuing education requirement.
Tennessee
Law
Planning Commissioners in Tennessee must complete 4 hours of initial training within one year
of appointment and 4 hours each year after that. The required areas include 17 different topics.
They include: (1) land use planning;(2) zoning; (3) floodplains management; (4) transportation;
(5) community facilities; (6) ethics; (7) public utilities; (8) wireless telecommunications
facilities; (9) parliamentary procedure; (10) public hearing procedure; (11) land use law; (12)
economic development; (13) housing; (14) public buildings; (15) natural resources and
agricultural land conservation; (16) land subdivision; and (17) powers and duties of the planning
commission. Tennessee’s law also requires that planning and zoning officials must meet the
same minimum number of hours, but allows and exemption for AICP. Tennessee’s law contains
an opt-out provision for local governments. The legislative body can pass an ordinance or
resolution stating training is not in the interest of the county or municipality.
Implementation
Local and regional planning commissions are responsible for maintaining records and certifying
acceptable course content and providers. They must also pay for training expenses, including
travel, of individual members. There is no statewide oversight body nor are there any statewide
approved providers. Conceivably Tennessee APA conferences qualify, but that is a jurisdiction
by jurisdiction decision. There is also no online content.
New York
Law
Members of Planning Boards in New York must complete 4 hours of training annually. New
York’s law places a lot of the controls over the details in the hands of local jurisdictions. An optout provision exists, similar to Tennessee’s, which allows local jurisdictions to obtain a waiver if
it’s in the best interest of the jurisdiction. Local legislatures are free to determine format and
content, although the State’s Local Government Services Office provides most of the training.
Local legislatures are also free to determine the process of certification and who maintains
records.
Board members who fail to complete the required hours cannot be reappointed. Furthermore,
board members can be removed for noncompliance if the local legislature empowers the mayor
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to do so. Finally, board decisions cannot be overturned, voided, or declared invalid because a
member has failed to complete training. The implementation of New York’s law doesn’t
expressly separate orientation training from continuing education. Members, as a matter of
practice, are expected to take courses that are relevant to them. The two main providers of
training in the state are the New York Planning Federation and New York Department of State’s
Local Government Services.
Course Providers/Implementation
New York’s Local Government Services offers a number of introductory courses designed for
new members and more advanced courses on planning tools. Introductory courses cover the
basics of planning and zoning. Among those basic courses are topics such as Planning and
Zoning: An Introduction, Planning Board Overview, Zoning Board of Appeals Overview, and
Public Meetings and Hearings. More advanced topics delve into planning tools and concepts.
Courses range from specific, process based classes (i.e. Site Plan Review) to classes focusing on
legal topics (i.e. Freedom of Information Law/Open Meetings Law) to theory based classes (i.e.
Smart Growth or Transit Oriented Development). Classes are 1 hour, 1.5 hours, or 2 hours in
length, depending on the complexity of the topic and amount of information to cover.
The four basic courses mentioned previously are all available online through interactive training
modules. The modules go about simple video and/or PowerPoint presentation, requiring the
viewer to answer questions to progress through the material. Live presentations are done by
Department of State planners and attorneys at conferences and workshops around the state. By
request, DOS will provide trainings at regional or county planning agencies. Municipalities can
also request live trainings, but typically DOS will require several municipalities to be present. In
most cases, DOS provides trainings free of charge. When DOS does charge, it is typically for
travel related expenses and when single municipalities want private training. Host agencies will
occasionally charge a nominal fee if food is provided. DOS estimates that it provides 60% to
70% of courses taken statewide.
New Jersey
Law
A law passed on July 7 2005 in New Jersey requires that members of planning, zoning, and
consolidated land use boards must complete 5 hours of training within 18 months of
appointment. Areas of study include roles and responsibilities of planning and zoning board
members, the purpose and use of the master plan (including the relationship of elements to other
local, regional and state planning documents) and the local development application review
process. The law also requires that each participant complete a standardized test at the end of the
course, but there is no mention of pass/fail grades or if failing disqualifies board member.
Members who refuse or fail to complete 5 hours of training may be removed from the board to
which they were appointed.
There are a number of important exceptions and caveats. First, members who hold AICP
certification or completed course work more extensive than the law requires are exempt. Second,
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while the law requires the completion of a test, the test is to be open note and open book. Third,
removal is up to the local governing body and not enforced at the state level. The law as
originally written automatically removed noncompliant board members. It was determined to
unenforceable and usurping the power of local governing bodies. The law was therefore
amended to empower and require local governing bodies to remove noncompliant members.
Course Providers/Implementation
The program is administered through the Department of Community Affairs, Local Government
Services Division. They provide some staff support and approve course providers. The
Department of Community Affairs also maintains lists of current board members, completion
information, and contact information. The law requires that designated municipal clerks submit
the information in a timely manner and report any changes.
New Jersey also has the New Jersey Planning Officials association (NJPO) a state wide non
profit association for planning officials. It created the Association of New Jersey Planning
Boards and Zoning Boards of Adjustments (NJAPZA) to provide education courses for its
members. While independent of any state agency, by law, the NJPO works closely with the DCA
to provide course content.
Courses are provided by organizations “with a proven track record of providing high quality
courses in land use law and planning.” Providers include mostly independent lawyers,
professional associations such as the New Jersey Planning Officials association, and educational
institutions. These organizations perform live training across the state at a cost between $50 and
$200 per participant. Municipalities are required to pay for the courses but may defray costs of
tuition through development application fees.
The main training providers are the NJPO, Rutger’s Center for Government Services, and the
Association of Planning and Zoning Administrators (NJAPZA). These three organizations work
together to provide training across the state at frequent intervals. Rutgers typically is the host of
regional conferences with NJPZA or NJPO providing instructors. NJPZA and NJPO also hosts
webinars on planning topics but these online courses don’t fulfill the law’s requirement as these
courses are a part of a continuing education program not mandated by law. It appears that
planners must attend a live training to qualify.
Louisiana
Law
Louisiana’s training law, passed in July 2004, requires four hours of orientation training that
covers duties, roles and responsibilities, and ethics. This training must occur within one year of
taking office. There are no apparent enforcement mechanisms and no oversight body. Local
officials are allowed to determine content and structure of courses, but the Louisiana APA
provides most training. Local officials are also supposed to keep records of people who have
completed the training requirement, but aren’t required to inform the state.
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Implementation
There is no online content and no online courses satisfy the training requirement. According to
the LA APA, people are allowed to receive training from other bodies, but there appears to be no
state mechanism for approving course providers. LA APA estimates that most planners have
gone through one of their trainings, but absent detailed records, are unable to provide completion
rates. They hold four to five regional workshops per year and an annual conference were citizen
planners can receive training.
Kentucky
Law
Kentucky law requires four hours of orientation training within one year and eight hours of
continuing education training every two years. The training is required by planning
commissioners, board of adjustment members, and planning professionals. The requirement for
planning professionals is double (8 hours of orientation and 16 hours every two years). The
course content may cover land use planning; zoning; floodplains; transportation; community
facilities; ethics; public utilities; wireless telecommunications facilities; parliamentary procedure;
public hearing procedure; administrative law; economic development; housing; public buildings;
building construction; land subdivision; and powers and duties of the board of adjustment.
Planning commissions must keep records of documentation but there doesn’t appear to be a
statewide body that maintains those records.
Planning commissioners that fail to meet the minimum training requirements are subject to
removal. Professional planners who fail to meet the minimum training may not be employed.
Kentucky APA also advises that noncompliance may jeopardize actions taken by a board but to
date, no court has ruled on the issue. Kentucky is unique in that most states with training laws
explicitly state that noncompliance of a member should have no effect on board decisions and
such an aberration may reflect Kentucky’s first in the nation status.
Implementation
Local legislative bodies are responsible for the training, including approving providers,
developing content, and administering the training. Kentucky APA provides resources, including
funding to local jurisdictions to create training or attend workshops. Time spend watching
training videos and reading educational materials counts towards a planners hours, but must be
documented.
Given the decentralized nature of planning commissioner training in Kentucky, information on
completion rates and common course format are difficult to obtain. Kentucky APA appears to be
the main statewide body for training, but it is not possible to verify. There does not appear to be
any online content available specifically for Kentucky, but theoretically a local jurisdiction could
certify an out of state training website as acceptable for training. Kentucky APA also maintains a
library of training materials that can be used to fulfill training requirements.
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New Hampshire
Law
New Hampshire’s law does not require members of planning and zoning boards to complete a
training course, but instead strongly encourages them to do so and provides a structure. It
requires the Office of Energy and Planning to create a six hour orientation course. The platforms
listed in the law include web-based, distance learning, traditional classroom, and self-study.
Implementation
The Office of Planning and Budget provides training at conferences since 1995, but stopped in
2011 due to budget cuts. The conferences covered the basics (master plan, roles and
responsibilities, zoning) and a number of revolving topics for advanced members. Before cuts,
conferences were offered twice a year in different parts of the state.
The University of New Hampshire’s Extension Services hosts online training through a citizen
planner website. It has five training modules, covering planning and zoning, meeting and public
participation, the master plan, site plan reading, and natural resources and land use planning.
The modules mix short videos, power point style slides, “assignments,” and reviews questions all
with a voice over narrator. The assignments require the viewer to pause the video and complete
some exercise which is then reviewed by the narrator.
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Appendix F: Examples of Online Training Modules
Screenshot from New York’s Planning Board Overview Course showing some information
presented by the module

Screenshot of New York’s Planning Board Overview module showing a pre-module question
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Screenshot from University of New Hampshire’s Site Plan reading module showing the review
slide for an assignment
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Planning.Maryland.gov

PCTC ASSESSMENT
Where do we educate from here?

Planning.Maryland.gov

PAST TRAINING EVENTS

Planning.Maryland.gov

LAW
• Periodically the evaluate educational
requirements for members of Planning
Boards Commissions and Boards of
Appeals
• Evaluate compliance rates for the
members.

Planning.Maryland.gov

MARYLAND
• Online Course
 Five Modules, 10 to 30 pages in length
 Covers Master Plans, Growth Management
tools, Smart Growth, PC/BOA roles and
responsibilities

• Live Course
 Similar content
 Occasionally has advanced topics

Planning.Maryland.gov

COMPLETION RATE
Completion Rate,
MDP Data

Completion Rate,
MPCA Survey Results

1447 records. Updated annually through mailings to local
jurisdictions

269 responses. 151 Online and 108 Paper. 19%
response rate

14%

37%
63%

Not Completed

Not Completed

Completed

Completed

86%

Planning.Maryland.gov

COURSE TYPE
Course Type,
MDP Data

Course Type,
MPCA Survey Results

1447 records. Updated annually through mailings to local
jurisdictions

269 responses. 151 Online and 108 Paper. 19%
response rate

13%

7%
Locally
Provided

16%

16%

MDP Online
Course

MDP Online
Course

80%

MDP Live

Locally
Provided

68%

MDP Live

Planning.Maryland.gov

CONCLUSIONS
• Difficult to evaluate the effectiveness
• Desire for resources that can be used as
needed by local jurisdictions
• Quality courses are more effective

• Improve accessibility and relevancy

Planning.Maryland.gov

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS –
DATA IMPROVEMENTS
• Improve data collection at the local level
• Create a course feedback mechanism
• Develop pre and post questions for each
training module

Planning.Maryland.gov

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS –
COURSE IMPROVEMENTS
• Create a voluntary, continuing education
program
• Establish/expand partnerships among
similarly oriented agencies

Planning.Maryland.gov

DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS –
COURSE IMPROVEMENTS
• Develop better online content, specifically
videos to make training more engaging
• Utilize interactive elements during live
presentations

Planning.Maryland.gov

QUESTIONS
1. What is the role of the Education Workgroup in
improving planning commissioner training /
implementing recommendations?
Some ideas
-Assistance in building/maintaining
partnerships
-Assistance in securing presenters/lecturers
-Work with MPCA to develop continuing
education standards

Planning.Maryland.gov

QUESTIONS
2. What are ways to make presentations more
interesting to professionals without previous
knowledge in the field? What would draw you into
a lecture?
Some elements
- Discussions
- Skits
- Scenarios
- Case Studies
- Educational Games

Planning.Maryland.gov

QUESTIONS
3. What are your thoughts on a continuing
education program? What could be done to make
it effective? What would you look for/want to see in
a continuing education program?
4. What’s the best way to bring in potential
partners? What would be the role of partnerships?
(Forums for courses, content, instructors, etc)

Sustainable
Growth
Challenge
April 2013

Send out
Invite to
College
Institutions.
Finalize
supporting
Materials

May 2013

Present
Challenge to
Commission
for feedback.
Deadline for
University
Enrollment

Review Planning
Commissioners/BoA
Educational
Requirements
Submitted Report
to Education
Workgroup for
feedback
April 26: Discussion
of applicable
recommendations
with the MPCA
May 7: Final
discussion of the
draft report by the
Education
Workgroup
May 13: Present
report to
Commission
members for
feedback.

Social Media Campaign

Realtor
Collaboration

Smart, Green & Growing – Marketing
Campaign

Coordinate with
MDP to create an
outline for
MDREC CE
approval

Met with DNR staff to review status and
near-term goals of the state's Smart,
Green & Growing Campaign (SG&G) and
to share the Education Work Group's
goals in developing guidance on
marketing.

Created LinkedIn
Profiled – Bryce Turner,
Kimberly Pruim and
Peter Conrad are
administrators
ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership
ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership
Invite all SGM
Commissioners to join
Sustainable Growth
Maryland LinkedIn
Group
Invite Maryland
thought leaders to join
SGM group

Scott Hymes, of DNR, joined the
Education Work Group's meeting at
MDP May 7 to provide an overview of
SG&G and the newly revamped SG&G
website.
The Work Group's next steps are:
1) Identify key staff from other state
agencies (in addition to DNR) to consult
in assessing the state's public marketing
efforts and to develop
recommendations.

2) Formally request that two Growth
Commission members serve as advisors
to the Work Group in developing
recommendations on messaging and
marketing.

June 2013

Informational
/Preliminary
Meetings with
Participants

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership
Continue inviting
thought leaders to
group
Create
#SustainableGrowthMD
hashtag

MDP submits
outline to
MDREC for
approval

At the Work Group's June 4 meeting,
discuss opportunities to collaborate
with SG&G communications staff and
the Work Group's SGC and social media
teams.
Launch outreach to communications
staff at state agencies. Identify
opportunity to meet with the SG&G
communications team to discuss the
Work Group's goals and how we can
complement their efforts.
Draft a work plan and initial strategic
goals.

July 2013

July 22: Approval
by Sustainable
Growth
Commission

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

Continue outreach to state agencies, in
order to get a comprehensive picture of
existing, ongoing communications
efforts. Review materials already in use
or development to determine
complementary goals.

Update the Growth Commission on
Work Group's outreach, as well as
marketing goals and priorities, at its
July 22 meeting.
Tap relevant expertise and interests
among state agency staff and other
stakeholders and engage them in the
Work Group's own process of message
development.
August 2013

September
2013

Launch
Challenge at
participating
Institutions

Provide
Technical
Assistance to
Teams

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

Coordinate with
MDP instructor
and outline with
Local Realtor
Associations/Real
Estate Schools to
place on
Education
Calendars

Refine strategic goals and messaging
guidelines, and circulate draft language
to partners at state agencies for initial
feedback.
Develop plans to incorporate messaging
in kickoff of Smart Growth Challenge
initiative. Review SGC materials and the
Work Group's social media efforts to
incorporate any additional language.
Prepare recommendations on messaging
for the Growth Commission to discuss at
its Sept. 23 meeting, with a request for
discussion and additional feedback.
Coordinate with the Work Group's SGC
campaign in developing materials to
publicize that initiative.

October 2013

Provide

ONGOING GOALS:

Revise Work Group's recommendations

Technical
Assistance to
Teams

Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

on messaging and marketing strategy
and circulate to state agency partners
for additional feedback.
Share revised recommendations with
Commission members for additional
feedback.
Consult Work Group members
spearheading the SGC to further shape
messaging in those materials.

November
2013

Final Projects
Due.
Presentations
and Judging in
Annapolis

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

Finalize recommendations for Smart
Growth Challenge materials for
discussion at the Education Work
Group's Nov. 5 meeting.
Present Work Group's final
recommendations on marketing and
messaging to the Growth Commission at
its Nov. 25 meeting.
Reach out to state agency partners for
additional review and feedback, and
finalize the Work Group's
recommendations for marketing
sustainable growth.

December
2013

ONGOING GOALS:
Posts to Group and
Increase Membership

Work with DNR and other state agency
communications staff to identify
opportunities to roll out new messaging
in SG&G initiatives in 2014.

January 2014

Program
Evaluation

+
Sustainable
Growth
Challenge
An collegiate-level interdisciplinary planning
& design competition developed by the
Maryland Sustainable Growth Commission

+

Overview




Why is sustainable growth important?


Changing climate/environment



Population growth



Sprawl & traffic trends



Triple Bottom Line

How will this competition benefit college students?


Real life projects



Interaction with community leaders



Lessons in cooperation



Critical experience



Valuable feedback

Economic
Opportunity

Environmental
Stewardship

Social Equity

+
Maryland’s 12
Planning Visions


Quality of Life & Sustainability



Public Participation



Growth Areas



Community Design



Infrastructure



Transportation



Housing



Economic Development



Environmental Protection



Resource Conservation



Stewardship



Implementation



Maryland’s 2009 Planning Visions law



Reflection of the State’s ongoing
aspiration to develop and implement
sound, sustainable growth and
development policy



Local jurisdictions are required to
include the visions in the local
comprehensive plan and implement
them through zoning ordinances and
regulations

Triple Bottom Line

Economic
Opportunity
(25%)

Social Equity
(25%)

Environmental
Stewardship
(25%)

Implementation
(25%)

Infrastructure

Quality of Life &
Sustainability

Resource
Conservation

Interdisciplinary
Approach

Transportation

Housing

Environmental
Protection

Creativity

Economic
Development

Public
Participation

Growth Areas

Accountability
Defined

Community
Design

Stewardship

Thoroughness &
Clarity

+

Participation



Maryland universities, colleges, & community colleges
 Faculty member sponsor
 Semester-long class OR extracurricular project
 More than one team allowed from each school
 Teams of 4-6 students
 Members from diverse backgrounds encouraged
 Both under/graduate students welcomed
 Competition categories depend on # of entries
 Projects can be self-selected or recommended

+
Project Examples
•

Planning Commissioner training
wikis

•

Stream preservation with Patapsco
Heritage Greenway

•

Revitalizing an urban center as a
TOD site

•

Greening of a vacant lot into a
pocket park including a nature
play spaces

•

Project or Policy Development for
the Maryland Main Street’s
Program

+

Timeline & End Product
Exact dates still TBD*


May




Summer






Requests for project recommendations due to the
Commission
Teams set

End of November




Participating schools determined; teams identified

Early September




Interest survey filled out and submitted to the
Commission

All materials due to the Commission for early review

Early December


Presentations & jury inquiry in Annapolis (location
TBD)

+

Contacts


Sandi Olek
MD Department of Natural Resources
410.260.8979

solek@dnr.state.md.us



Peter Conrad
MD Department of Planning
410.767.4553
pconrad@mdp.state.md.us

+
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